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Many studies have reported that the confidence people have in
their judgments exceeds their accuracy and that overconfidence
increases with the difficulty of the task. However, some common
analyses confound systematic psychological effects with statistical effects that are inevitable if judgments are imperfect. We
present three experiments using new methods to separate
systematic effects from the statistically inevitable. We still find
systematic differences between confidence and accuracy, including an overall bias toward overconfidence. However, these
effects vary greatly with the type of judgment. There is little
general overconfidence with two-choice questions and pronounced overconfidence with subjective confidence intervals.
Over- and underconfidence also vary systematically with the
domain of questions asked, but not as a function of difficulty. We
also find stable individual differences. Determining why some
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people, some domains, and some types of judgments are more
prone to overconfidence will be important to understanding how
confidence judgments are made. q 1999 Academic Press

A variety of scientists, including meteorologists, statisticians, and psychologists, have been interested in measuring and explaining judgments of confidence and their relation to accuracy (e.g.,
¨ see Budescu, Erev, Wallsten, & Yates,
1997; Gigerenzer, Hoffrage, & Kleinbolting, 1991; Harvey, 1997; Lichtenstein,
Fischhoff, & Phillips, 1982; McClelland & Bolger, 1994; Yates, 1990). Many of
these studies report that people are systematically overconfident about the
accuracy of their knowledge and judgment. That is, they tend to express confidence in their judgments that exceeds the accuracy of those judgments. At the
same time, the extent to which overconfidence occurs seems to depend very
much on the difficulty of the judgment task. With easy tasks, overconfidence
seems to disappear, or underconfidence is observed. With hard tasks, overconfidence seems to be rampant.
Recently, a number of researchers have challenged the validity of both the
conclusion that people are systematically overconfident and the finding that
task difficulty affects the level of over- or underconfidence. In this paper, we
present the results of three studies that take into account legitimate objections
raised about past methods of research on confidence. We present new analytical
methods that can be used to distinguish different sources of error and accuracy
in confidence. Our findings confirm that there are systematic differences between subjective confidence judgments and observed accuracy. The more confident people are, the more overconfident they are, and, overall, confidence tends
to exceed accuracy. These effects result from a combination of unsystematic
imperfections in judgment and systematic effects of cognitive processes. Beyond
this generalization, we find that there are systematic individual differences in
over- or underconfidence as well as systematic differences between domains of
questions—differences that are not a function of difficulty. We also find that
results vary greatly with the way in which confidence judgments are elicited.
Questions that require a choice between two alternatives elicit only a modest
bias toward overconfidence; questions that request a subjective confidence
interval elicit a very large bias. The inability of recent research to determine
any simple explanation for the phenomena of confidence judgments probably
reflects that they are multiply determined, and that some of the standard
methods are not well suited to distinguishing different aspects of the process.
The Overconfidence Phenomenon
The most often used stimuli in studies of confidence are sets of two-choice
questions, such as “Which of these nations has higher life expectancy, averaged
across men and women: (A) Argentina, or (B) Canada?”1 Participants may
answer anywhere from 20 to 300 such questions. For each question, participants
1

Argentina 71, Canada 77.
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choose the answer they think is more likely to be right and indicate, on a scale
from 50% to 100%, how sure they are that they have chosen correctly. Another
method that has been used in several studies is to ask participants about a
single, numerical estimate such as “How many calories are there in 1/2-cup of
bread pudding?”2 Participants might, for example, be asked to estimate fractiles
(e.g., stating a value for which there is a 25% chance that the correct answer
is higher) or to provide a range corresponding to a given level of confidence
(e.g., stating a high and a low estimate such that there is a 90% chance that
the correct answer falls somewhere between those numbers).
Two-choice and confidence-range judgments both have important analogues
in the real world. We are often called upon to make a choice between two
alternatives, and then our subjective confidence in that choice determines how
much we commit to one course, how much we seek further information, and
how much we hedge our bets. Confidence-range estimates may seem less natural, but they also have everyday counterparts. Confidence ranges are implied
whenever one plans a “margin of error.” In budgeting, for example, the goal is
to allocate an amount that is sufficiently certain to cover needs, yet not so
much that resources are tied up unnecessarily. Research by Yaniv and Foster
(1995) also indicates that people communicate something akin to a confidence
range in natural language by varying the “grain” of an estimate. For example,
someone who did not know the exact price of an item might report a best guess
of “a few hundred bucks” or “around $350” or “$347.50.”
From the early 1970s until the early 1990s, there was a general consensus
that judges in both two-choice and confidence-range tasks showed consistent
and substantial overconfidence. In a review of previous two-choice studies, for
example, Lichtenstein et al. (1982) report that when participants say they are
about 70% sure they have the correct answer, they are right less than 60% of
the time; when they say they are 90% sure, they are right about 75% of the
time. Overconfidence with range questions may be even more extreme (Lichtenstein et al., 1982). Russo and Schoemaker (1992), for example, found that
business managers asked to provide 90% confidence ranges had the correct
answer within the stated range between 42 and 62% of the time, depending
on the domain and the participant group. Fifty-percent ranges contained the
correct answer about 20% of the time.
Studies also reveal a significant difference between easy and hard questions.
Hard questions are typically defined as those for which many participants
guess the wrong answer, and a hard set of questions is defined as one for which
the average participant has a low percentage correct. It is widely found that
overconfidence is more pronounced for harder sets of questions and for harder
questions within a set. For easy questions, judges may even be underconfident.
Why Are People Generally Overconfident?
Two main categories of explanations have been offered for overconfidence.
These are (a) biases in information processing and (b) effects of unbiased
2

Approximately 200 calories.
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judgmental error. (Although they have sometimes been treated as competing
explanations, both may be true.) Most early investigators attributed overconfidence to information-search strategies and motivation. They hypothesized that
the judge first searches memory for relevant information and arrives at a
tentative answer. Then, with this answer in mind, the judge searches for more
evidence. Mechanisms of associative memory facilitate retrieval of information
that is consistent with initial impressions, and those impressions also color
the interpretation of subsequent ambiguous evidence. Judges, however, believe
their processes to be unbiased, and thus perceive more consistent support for
the initial guess than is warranted (e.g., Hoch, 1985; Klayman, 1995; Koriat,
Lichtenstein, & Fischhoff, 1980). In many situations, motivational factors can
exacerbate the bias. People like to think that they are intelligent and knowledgeable, and they may have reasons for wanting a particular answer to be
true (e.g., Babad, 1987; Kunda, 1990; Langer, 1975; Larrick, 1993).
Another class of explanations highlights the role of unbiased judgmental
error in producing overconfidence. Possible sources of error include imperfections in learning the predictive validity of different sources of information
(Gigerenzer et al., 1991; Soll, 1996), in evaluating the available information
(Erev, Wallsten, & Budescu, 1994), and in mapping one’s subjective feeling of
confidence to a response scale (Erev et al., 1994; Ferrell, 1994). Both accuracy
and confidence are affected by random variation. With regard to accuracy,
sometimes even good-quality information can point in the wrong direction; how
often that happens is partly a matter of chance. With regard to confidence,
people’s judgments about the quality of their information include some unsystematic error. Given an imperfect correlation between accuracy and confidence,
it is inevitable that low accuracy is on average associated with not-so-low
confidence, and so on. This produces the typical pattern of “miscalibration”:
overconfidence when confidence is high, underconfidence when confidence is
low (see Fig. 1, for example). It also leads to an effect of difficulty: overconfidence
for those questions that show low accuracy (hard questions), underconfidence
when accuracy is high (easy questions). People may also make errors in estimating what the mean level of accuracy will be for a whole set of questions, so
harder sets of questions are more likely to also be those that are harder than
they seem. This results in more overconfidence on harder sets of questions (see
Ferrell, 1994; Ferrell & McGoey, 1980; Suantak, Bolger, & Ferrell, 1996). Note
that none of these explanations assumes that judgments are systematically
biased, only that they are imperfect (see also Harvey, 1997; Soll, 1996).
It has also been suggested that the apparent predominance of overconfidence
in research stems not from pervasive cognitive bias, but from experimenters’
tendency to choose harder-than-normal questions (Gigerenzer et al., 1991;
Juslin, 1993, 1994; May, 1986). To test this possibility, Gigerenzer et al. (1991)
and Juslin (1993, 1994) conducted experiments using two-choice questions that
were randomly sampled from a domain, thus approximating the natural level
of difficulty for questions in that domain. They found that overconfidence (but
not miscalibration) disappeared. These results are intriguing, but the question
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FIG. 1. Calibration curves for two-choice questions from the mixed and blocked conditions of
Experiment 1.

of whether experimenter selection is the sole cause of the apparent overconfidence bias remains open. There are many examples of studies that demonstrated overconfidence despite the fact that questions were seemingly not selected for difficulty (Brenner, Koehler, Liberman & Tversky, 1996; Budescu,
Wallsten, & Au, 1997; Dawes, 1980; Dunning, Griffin, Milojkovic, & Ross,
1990; Fischhoff & MacGregor, 1982; Griffin & Tversky, 1992; Lichtenstein &
Fischhoff, 1977; Paese & Sneizek, 1991; Peterson & Pitz, 1988). Also, it remains
controversial whether the observed correlation between difficulty and overconfidence can be fully explained by
¨ the effects of unbiased imperfections in judgment (see Juslin, Olsson, & Bjorkman, 1997). Nevertheless, the point is well
taken that selective sampling has the potential to make appropriately confident
participants appear overconfident.

The Experiments
We present three experiments using methods and analyses designed to distinguish systematic judgmental biases from the effects of sampling error and
unsystematic imperfections in judgment. One feature of these methods is random sampling of questions from multiple domains. We concur with Gigerenzer
and others that random sampling is the best practical way to produce sets of
questions that are, on average, unbiased representatives of the populations
of questions from which they are drawn. Using multiple domains permits
examination of domain-to-domain differences and helps ensure generalizability.
Another feature of our methods is the use of split-sample analyses, that is,
analyses that compare performance on one set of questions to performance on
another, independent set. This method avoids the problems associated with
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sorting questions according to performance measures (see the following section
for details).
In the three studies presented here we look for (a) overconfidence and miscalibration; (b) variations in overconfidence from domain to domain, in particular
as a function of difficulty; and (c) individual differences in the accuracy of
confidence judgments. In addition, we test whether calibration and overconfidence are affected by whether participants make repeated judgments of the
same type in the same domain or a variety of different judgments on different
topics. Many recent studies have used a procedure in which participants are
asked questions from only a single domain of knowledge. This contrasts with
earlier experiments which usually presented a mix of questions on a wide
variety of topics.3 It is possible that larger and more homogeneous sets of
questions are less prone to biased information processing. If judges have to
answer hundreds of similar questions, they may settle on a consistent judgmental policy, using the same types of information and weighing evidence
similarly from trial to trial. Doing so might reduce the tendency to favor information consistent with an initial impression, which has been hypothesized to
be a major source of bias. Sources of unsystematic error in judgments might
also be reduced with repeated practice in making the same judgments. Thus,
large, homogeneous sets of questions might be expected to show less overconfidence than heterogeneous sets. The first two experiments use two-choice questions with confidence judgments expressed on a scale from 50% to 100%. The
third experiment extends the use of representative question sets into another
kind of judgmental task for which systematic overconfidence has also been
demonstrated, namely estimates of subjective confidence ranges.
APPROPRIATE METHODS OF MEASURING (OVER)CONFIDENCE
AND DIFFICULTY

Before presenting the studies, we describe a model of the role of unsystematic
error in confidence judgments, integrating many of the constructs proposed by
researchers over the last decade. Using this model, we explain how our splitsample analyses can be used to separate the effects of systematic and unsystematic error. We argue that the crux of the analytical problem is as follows. There
are always some questions for which the answer runs counter to the judges’
information; these are the questions judges get wrong. We call these contrary
questions.4 Hard questions are those that are contrary for many judges (or,
alternatively, a set of which many are contrary for a given judge). Some questions are hard because judges have little useful information to go on. They are
3
Gigerenzer et al. (1991) used both mixed- and single-domain question sets and found no
difference. However, the two sets were not randomly selected. Rather, they were selected to be
difficult, and equally so. Also, only one domain was tested in a single-domain presentation. Thus, the
Gigerenzer et al. study does not afford a direct comparison of mixed- and single-domain procedures.
4
They have also been referred to as “misleading” (May, 1986) and as “deceptive” (Fischhoff,
Slovic, & Lichtenstein, 1977). We avoid these terms because they imply some special features that
fool people; in fact, contrary questions merely fail to conform to one’s prediction.
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mostly guessing, and in nearly half the cases, the answer will run contrary to
whatever slight inclination their information suggests. The better the available
information, the smaller the chance of a contrary question, and we might hope
that judges tune their confidence to the strength of the available information
accordingly. However, there are always some contrary questions, regardless of
how good the judges’ information is (assuming it is less than perfect). Thus, a
question may be hard not because judges lack information, but because the
answer happens to run contrary to some usually good sources of information
that many judges use. In such cases, reasonable judges will be both wrong and
confident. For these hard questions, then, overconfidence is inevitable even if
judges are right about how accurate their information usually is. The better
the judges’ information, the fewer contrary questions there will be, but the
more confidence they will have in their wrong answers.
Researchers are interested in how well judges estimate the strength of their
information, not in whether they can tell which particular questions are contrary. The latter is impossible; if judges could tell then the questions would
not be contrary. It is therefore necessary to devise analytical methods that
measure the ability to judge information strength independent of the inability
to recognize contrary questions.
To explain the potential problems in measuring overconfidence and its relation to difficulty, we use a general model of confidence judgments in the twoalternative task. This model incorporates conceptual elements common to several more specific models that have been recently proposed (e.g., Erev et al.,
1994; Ferrell, 1994; Ferrell & McGoey, 1980; Gigerenzer et al., 1991; Juslin,
1993, 1994; Soll, 1996):
(a) To answer a question, the judge retrieves and weighs some information,
which produces an internal stimulus signal that favors one or the other alternative with some strength.5
(b) The judge chooses an answer according to the direction or sign of that
signal.
(c) The stronger the internal signal, the more likely is a correct answer,
on average.
(d) The judge makes a confidence judgment based on the subjective strength
of the signal.
(e) The stronger the internal signal, the higher is the expressed confidence,
on average.
(f) The judge attempts to match the confidence judgment to the probability
of a correct answer given the signal strength, but does so with some error
(systematic error, random error, or both).
Suppose you are interested in the performance of a judge or group of judges
on some population of questions, Q. Q could be a domain, such as distances
between cities, or it might be broader, such as almanac questions in general.
In principle, you could measure the average confidence, CQ, and the proportion
5
In the models of Ferrell and colleagues, what we refer to as a signal is modeled as the separation
between two signals, one for each alternative.
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correct, PQ, across the entire population of questions. These are each a function
of the overall information strength of this population of questions, IQ. In other
words, CQ 5 C(IQ) and PQ 5 P(IQ). Overconfidence in the population is the
difference,
OQ 5 C(IQ) 2 P(IQ).

(1)

(A negative OQ represents underconfidence.)
In practice, though, one usually tests only a subset of questions, S. The
selected questions will have an average signal strength of IS. The proportion
of correct answers obtained in response to the subset of questions is PS 5
P(IS) 1 dPS. Performance on the sample of course depends on the strength of
information available: P(IS) is the proportion of correct answers among the
population of all questions or all sets of questions with information strength
IS. The added term, dPS, is there because the proportion of contrary and noncontrary questions in subset S will vary some from the expected proportions given
signal strength IS, just by luck in drawing particular questions. (The concept
of “representative sample” presented by Gigerenzer et al., 1991, corresponds
to a sample in which dPS 5 0.) Similarly, the average confidence for the subset
of questions will be CS 5 C(IS). (Most, but not all, models also assume some
unsystematic variation in confidence judgments. This would not affect our
analysis, so we omit it for simplicity.) Overconfidence in the subset, then, is
OS 5 CS 2 PS 5 C(IS) 2 P(IS) 2 dPS.

(2)

How will overconfidence in the subset compare to overconfidence in the
overall population? Combining Eqs. 1 and 2,
OS 2 OQ 5 [C(IS) 2 P(IS) 2 dPS] 2 [C(IQ) 2 P(IQ)]
5 [C(IS) 2 C(IQ)] 2 [P(IS) 2 P(IQ)]2 dPS.

(3)

If you generate your subsample of questions by randomly sampling from all
questions in the population (as suggested by Gigerenzer et al., 1991, and Juslin,
1993), then overconfidence in subset and population should be the same, on
average. Information strength, IS, will average the same as the population
strength, IQ, and luck in drawing contrary and noncontrary questions into the
sample, dPS, should average out to about zero.
Sometimes, though, researchers have been interested in sets of questions
that do not match the whole population. In particular, they have been interested
in comparing hard and easy questions to test the hypothesis that, in our terms,
confidence errors vary with signal strength. Signal strength per se is not an
observable quantity, so harder questions are typically defined as those for
which the proportion correct (P) is low. A set of questions may be harder than
the overall population for two reasons: The average signal strength for these
questions is lower, or there are more contrary questions in the sample than
one might expect given the signal strengths, or both. Suppose, for example,
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that an experimenter selects a question that is correctly answered by 55%
of participants in a domain in which the average percentage correct is 70.
Performance may be poor because the informational signal is weak for most
participants (IS , IQ). They have little information to draw upon, or the available information does not clearly distinguish the answers. Or performance may
be poor because this question happens to be a contrary one for many participants (dPS , 0). The answer runs counter to some usually good information
that many participants use.
Whether overconfidence varies with difficulty depends on how judges respond
to these two aspects of difficulty. The question of primary interest to researchers
is whether judges lower their confidence appropriately when there is less valid
information (lower signal strength). In our terms, does [C(IS) 2 C(IQ)] 5
[P(IS) 2 P(IQ)]? Perhaps it does, on average. Alternatively, in accord with earlier
hypotheses, judges may lower their confidence insufficiently in response to
lower signal strength. In that case, overconfidence will increase as signals get
weaker (see Eq. 3). The other element that makes a set of questions hard is if
there are more contrary questions in it than expected given the signal strengths.
Do judges lower their confidence appropriately in response to that? They cannot.
If there are more contrary questions than expected given the signal strengths
(dPS , 0), judges have no way of detecting that. So, to the extent that there
are more contrary questions than expected, the proportion of correct answers
will be lower, but confidence will not. This kind of difficulty effect is not a
psychological phenomenon, but a statistical inevitability.
How could one test for the first, cognitive type of difficulty effect, without
confounding it with the second, statistical type? One might suppose that these
problems could be avoided by defining difficulty independently of observed
proportion correct. For example, one could measure how close together the two
answers are on the dimension in question (e.g., the absolute difference between
the two city populations for a “Which city is larger . . .” question). Call this
difference measure D. The measure D is presumably correlated with signal
strength, because questions whose alternatives are far apart are more likely
to provide strong directional signals, on average. Unfortunately, as Juslin,
Olsson, and Winman (1998) demonstrate, selecting questions with high or low
D also selects for low and high proportions of contrary questions, respectively.
So, questions with lower than average D have lower than average signal
strengths, but they also have a lower than average proportion correct given
the signal strengths (in our terms, dPS , 0). Intuitively, consider that when
underdogs win elections, the outcome is usually close; underdogs seldom win
by a landslide. The contrary questions (upset victories) are almost always low
D (close races), regardless of how sure the outcome seemed ahead of time (signal
strength). (See Juslin et al., 1998, for a computer simulation of this effect.)
A different approach is to select large, random samples of questions from
different domains and then compare samples with different proportions of
correct answers (e.g., see Juslin et al., 1997). Sampling from different domains
should produce samples that differ widely in the strength of available information. Selecting large, random samples from each domain should minimize the
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effect of accidental over- or undersampling of contrary questions. Thus, differences in overconfidence from sample to sample should be influenced mostly by
the relationship between confidence and signal strength, and not much by
accidents of sampling. Nevertheless, if participants do lower their confidence
appropriately, on average, in response to weaker signals, accidental variations
in the proportion of contrary questions could still produce a statistical difficulty
effect. Accuracy will be negatively correlated with confidence-minus-accuracy
(i.e., overconfidence) as long as both are measured on the same sample of
questions (Juslin et al., 1997, 1998). This could explain the finding of Juslin
et al. (1997) that there is a strong correlation between domain difficulty and
overconfidence, but the actual magnitude of the effect is small.
The Split-Sample Method
To avoid the difficulties highlighted above, we use a method in which we
select two separate samples of questions from each of a number of different
domains. We measure domain difficulty on one sample of questions, and we
measure over- or underconfidence on the other sample from that domain. If
the two samples are independent and random, then accidents of sampling in
the first should not affect performance on the second. Thus, tests of differences
between domains are not confounded with effects of sampling errors.
Each domain of questions, Q, has an associated strength of information, IQ.
If S1 and S2 are two independent, random samples of questions from Domain
Q, their information strengths will differ some from the whole population of
Q, just by luck of the draw. Thus, IS1 5 IQ 1 eIS1 and IS2 5 IQ 1 eIS2. The
proportion of correct answers for questions in S1 depends on the signal
strengths in S1, plus some variation due to accidentally sampling more or
fewer contrary questions than expected given the signal strength (see Eq. 2).
That is,
PS1 5 P(IQ 1 eIS1) 1 dPS1.

(4)

Next, consider the second sample from this domain, S2. Confidence in this
sample is CS2 5 C(IQ 1 eIS2) and the proportion correct is PS2 5 P(IQ 1 eIS2)
1 dPS2 (see Eqs. 2 and 3). Subtracting the latter from the former, we get the
overconfidence for sample S2:
OS2 5 C(IQ 1 eIS2) 2 P(IQ 1 eIS2) 2 dPS2.

(5)

Now, suppose we compare one domain to another, and observe that domains
with lower proportion correct in one subsample (as in Eq. 4) tend to show
higher overconfidence in the other sample from the same domain (as in Eq.
5). The eI and dP elements represent random variations due to accidents of
sampling; none is correlated with anything else. The only thing that can account
for a correlation from domain to domain between PS1 and OS2 is a correlation
between P(IQ) and C(IQ) 2 P(IQ), that is, a “real” difficulty effect. The splitsample technique can similarly provide tests of individual differences and
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domain differences that are unconfounded with effects of sampling and
selection.

EXPERIMENT 1

Method
Participants. The participants were 32 University of Chicago students solicited by posted advertisements. They were paid $6 for participating. Sessions
were self-paced, and required about 30 min to complete.
Materials. A total of 480 two-choice questions were prepared for presentation on a computer monitor. The question set included 40 paired comparisons
from each of 12 domains (see Table 1). Each question asked the participant to

TABLE 1
Domains of Questions Used in Experiment 1, with Mean Performance Measures

Domain of questions
Which of these American museums or galleries
had more visitors in 1991?
Which of these 1992-model cars gets more milesper-gallon in real driving (mix of highway
and city)?
Which of these “tourist cities” has a warmer daily
high temperature in July, on average?
Which of these U.S. colleges or universities
charged higher tuition in 1991? (For state
colleges, use the in-state-resident tuition.)
Which of these food items has more calories?
Which brand of shampoo costs more per ounce
(national average)?
Of these two “principal mountains of the world,”
which is taller?
Which of these states had a higher percentage
of its population with incomes below the federal poverty line in 1990?
Which of these cities is farther from Los Angeles,
in air miles?
Which of these states had a higher population
in 1990?
Which of these nations has higher life expectancy, averaged across men and women?
Which of these U.S. presidents held office first?
Total

Proportion
correct

Confidence

Overconfidencea

.541

.670

.130

.613

.662

.050

.637

.762

.124

.656
.672

.689
.795

.033
.123

.684

.715

.031

.688

.615

2.073

.697

.712

.015

.728

.801

.073

.750

.799

.049

.791
.856

.774
.869

2.017
.012

.693

.739

.046

Note. Facts used are from 1990–1992 because the earliest experiment was begun in 1993.
a
Overconfidence 5 confidence 2 proportion correct. Negative numbers indicate underconfidence.
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make an ordinal comparison of two items.6 Representative sampling of questions from a domain was approximated by random sampling from the population of all possible questions in a domain. To do that, we selected 12 domains
for which comprehensive lists were available. These lists either included all
possible members (e.g., poverty levels of U. S. states or inauguration dates of
U.S. presidents) or provided subsets that were not likely to be biased in favor
of unusual or surprising items (e.g., the heights of “principal mountains of the
world” or the listing of prices for all shampoos reviewed in a consumer magazine). Once an appropriate list was obtained for each domain, items were
sampled with replacement using a random number table, and were paired
consecutively. Pairings were replaced only when they duplicated an earlier
question.
Questions were presented one at a time on a video monitor, with the two
choices labeled as (A) and (B). The order of choices was randomly determined
on each presentation. The question was followed by a response line with the
prompt “(A) or (B)?” When one of those two letters was typed, a second response
line appeared, with the prompt “Chance correct, 50–100.” After typing a number in that range, the participant could either confirm the responses, in which
case the next question appeared, or request to make a change.
Design. Participants were assigned alternately to one of two conditions (16
in each). In the blocked condition, each participant received 40 questions in a
row from each of three domains (e.g., 40 questions about the sequence of
presidents, followed by 40 questions about the price of shampoo, followed by
40 questions on life expectancies in various countries). Domains and individual
questions were assigned to participants so that each of the 480 questions was
presented once in each group of 4 participants. The order of the questions in
each block of 40 was randomized individually for each participant. In the mixed
condition, each participant received 10 questions from each of the 12 domains,
mixed together in random order. As in the blocked condition, questions were
assigned to participants so that each question was shown once in each group
of 4 participants.
Procedure. Following the presentation of written consent forms containing
a brief summary of the procedure, the presentation of instructions and stimuli
was controlled by computer. Instruction screens told participants that they
would be answering 120 two-choice questions that would “vary in difficulty
from obvious to obscure, with most somewhere in between.” The following
example was given: “Who is older, (A) Bill Clinton or (B) Madonna?” This was
followed by instructions on how to enter their answers and how they could
change their answers prior to committing to them. Once participants confirmed
their answers to a given question, they could not return to that question. The
following instructions were provided for the confidence scale:
6
In our usage, an item is one of the members of the list for a given domain (e.g., the poverty
level of Vermont), as distinct from a question posed to participants (e.g., “Which of these states
. . .”). Thus, two-choice questions require a comparison of two items.
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In addition to choosing answer A or B, we ask you to also indicate your confidence by telling
us what you think the chance is you are right. If you are absolutely in the dark, no better
than flipping a coin, that would correspond to a 50% chance of getting it right. If you are
absolutely certain you have the answer, so you think the odds are less than one in a hundred
you might be wrong, then that’s a 100% chance your answer is right.
Please feel free to use any number between 50 and 100 to indicate what you think the chance
is that your answer is right. Numbers less than 50 are not allowed, because if you think
there’s LESS than a 50/50 chance your answer is right, you ought to choose the other answer!

Participants in the blocked condition were told to expect “40 questions on
each of three different topics”; in the mixed condition, “120 questions on a wide
variety of different topics.”
Results and Discussion
Overall calibration and confidence. First, we examined calibration using
the traditional technique of plotting actual percent correct contingent on participants’ stated level of confidence. In plotting such calibration curves, it is
necessary to group participants’ responses into categories, in order to obtain
a reasonable sample of responses from which to calculate the actual percent
correct. To facilitate comparison to past results, we used the most common
method, grouping together responses in the ranges of .50–.59, .60–.69, .70–.79,
.80–.89, .90–.99, and 1.0. Figure 1 shows the calibration curves obtained for
the mixed and blocked conditions.
The results in Fig. 1 replicate earlier calibration findings, in that (a) the
overall calibration curve is flatter than the ideal line, matching average confidence to percent correct, and (b) it lies almost completely below the ideal line,
indicating a predominance of overconfident judgments. There is little difference
between the mixed and blocked conditions; if anything, the participants in the
blocked condition may have done worse, contrary to our prediction.
Data like these can be formally analyzed using components of the Brier
score, chiefly the calibration and resolution components (Lichtenstein & Fischhoff, 1977; Murphy, 1973). The calibration component of the Brier score measures the degree to which participants’ confidence judgments match the obtained percentage correct across different segments of the confidence scale.
Resolution is the degree to which participants’ confidence judgments differentiate between correct and incorrect answers. The mixed and blocked conditions
did not differ significantly on either of these measures.
We also performed an ANOVA with condition as a between-participants
variable and first half (i.e., first 60 questions) vs second half as a withinparticipants variable, with objective percentage correct and subjective confidence as repeated measures. (In these and subsequent statistical tests, both
objective and subjective measures were converted to unbounded scales using
a log-odds transform.) There was a significant difference between the objective
and subjective measures, F(1, 30) 5 8.49, p , .007, with a mean percentage
correct of .69 and a mean confidence of .74. There was no significant main
effect for condition, F , 1, and no significant interaction between condition
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and type of measure, F , 1. Thus, there was again no evidence that blocked
and mixed administrations differed in real or perceived difficulty or in the
degree of overconfidence. There were no significant effects involving first vs
second half.
We also conducted a similar analysis with participants in the blocked condition, this time looking at the first, second, and third domain seen, and the first
half vs second half of each domain. There was no effect of domain order, but
a significant effect of domain half, F(1, 15) 5 6.38, p , .03. Contrary to expectations, participants performed better in the first half of each domain than in
the second (.70 correct vs .66). This is presumably an effect of boredom or
fatigue. Participants were also slightly less confident in the second half of each
block (.74 vs .73), producing no significant interactions between measure and
block half. Thus, there is no evidence that overconfidence changed with practice
in answering questions in a given domain.
A variety of analyses also show the expected difference between hard and
easy questions. Accuracy on the questions from the six hardest domains averaged .63, with average overconfidence of .08, while accuracy on the six easiest
domains averaged .75, with overconfidence of .01. There were differences in
the same direction in overconfidence for harder and easier questions within
domains as well. However, as discussed earlier, such effects could reflect the
impossibility of detecting an excess of contrary questions, rather than an inability to appreciate the poverty of one’s information. Thus, we will not report
analyses of these measures in detail. Instead, we turn to analyses that compare
independently sampled sets of questions.
Differences between hard and easy domains. We examined the effect of
question difficulty on overconfidence by looking at judgments for easier and
harder domains of questions. If we look at all questions and all participants
combined for each domain, the traditional effect of difficulty shows up as a
negative correlation between accuracy and overconfidence of 2.52, N 5 12,
p , .09. However, as discussed earlier, accidental oversampling of contrary
questions in one domain or undersampling in another might contribute to that
correlation. To avoid this confound, we used split sampling, using one sample
to define domain difficulty (the definition set, S1), and the other sample to
measure overconfidence (the measurement set, S2). Specifically, we took the
questions each participant saw from each domain, and divided them into subsample S1, consisting of the first, third, fifth, etc., question that that participant
saw from each domain, and a complementary subsample S2, consisting of the
second, fourth, sixth, etc. Because each of the questions in a given domain
was separately sampled from the entire list of possibilities, S1 and S2 are
independent. Because order of presentation was randomized, the composition
of the subsamples is different for each participant.
For each participant in the blocked condition, we identified the hardest
and easiest domains the participant saw, according to the accuracy of that
participant on the definition set. In the mixed condition, we similarly identified
the four hardest and four easiest domains. In case of ties, the number of domains
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in each category was adjusted to keep equally difficult domains together. For
each participant, we then took two dependent variables from the measurement
set: the differences in accuracy between domains designated as easy and hard,
and the difference in overconfidence. The mean difference in accuracy was .10
(mean proportions correct were .73 and .63). This was significantly different
from zero, t(30) 5 2.28, p 5 .01. The mean difference in overconfidence was
2.04 (overconfidence means were .03 and .07). This is in the direction of more
overconfidence for harder domains, but is not significant, t(30) 5 21.15,
p 5 .26. We double-checked the results by reversing the roles of the definition
and measurement sets. The difference between domains designated as easy
and hard was .05, which was different from zero, t(30) 5 2.09, p , .05. The
difference for overconfidence was .03, this time in the direction of less overconfidence for harder domains, but was again not significant, t(30) 5 1.08, p 5 .29.
There were no significant differences between conditions on any of these
measures.
The evidence regarding the effect of difficulty on overconfidence is clearly
equivocal. However, the ability to analyze differences between domains is limited in the present study. In the mixed condition each participant saw only a
small number of questions from each domain, and in the blocked condition,
each domain was seen by only a few participants. Experiment 2 affords more
powerful tests of difficulty effects, and we will return to the question of domain
differences there.
Individual differences. Split-sample analyses can also be used to examine
individual differences in confidence judgments. The logic of doing so parallels
the rationale for using split samples to measure difficulty effects. By comparing
measures taken on different subsamples, we avoid the possibility that apparent
results are due only to accidents of sampling. For example, luck of the draw
might give a participant a larger or smaller number of contrary questions in
sample S1, and this would produce the appearance of a larger or smaller
degree of overconfidence within that set of questions. Luck in subsample S1
is uncorrelated with luck in S2, however, so if overconfidence in S1 correlates
with overconfidence in S2, that represents something more stable than luck.
For this analysis, we combined the data from all domains, and defined subsample S1 for each participant as those questions seen on odd-numbered trials,
and subsample S2 as those seen on even-numbered trials. We then measured
each participant’s proportion correct, confidence, and overconfidence separately
for S1 and S2. Table 2 shows the correlations between measures for the 32
participants on one subsample and measures for those participants on the
other subsample. The results shown in Table 2 indicate that, indeed, some
participants are consistently more overconfident than others, at least in the
particular set of domains they were asked about. The correlation between
overconfidence on one subsample and overconfidence on the other is .66. This
corroborates findings of individual differences reported by Soll (1996) and Budescu, Wallsten, and Au (1997). Overall, 23 participants were overconfident, and
9 underconfident (binomial p , .025).
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TABLE 2
Correlations across Participants between Measures Taken on Different Subsamples
of Questions, S1 and S2, in Experiment 1
Proportion correct:
Sample S2
(M 5 .688,
SD 5 .088

Confidence:
Sample S2
(M 5 .735,
SD 5 .072)

Overconfidence:
Sample S2
(M 5 .048,
SD 5 .102)

Proportion correct: Sample S1
(M 5 .698, SD 5 .085)

.619****

.269

Confidence: Sample S1
(M 5 .742, SD 5 .072)

.190

.940****

.497***

2.394**

.456***

.660****

Overconfidence: Sample S1
(M 5 .044, SD 5 .098)
N 5 32

2.343*

Note. For comparison, correlations between measures taken on the whole, unsplit sample were
as follows: r(proportion correct, confidence) 5 .246, ns; r(proportion correct, overconfidence) 5
2.660, p , .001; r(confidence, overconfidence) 5 .566, p , .001.
* p , .06.
** p , .03.
*** p , .01.
**** p , .001.

Other correlations suggest how individual differences in overconfidence arise.
Notably, there is a correlation of .94 between confidence on one subsample
and confidence on the other: Clearly, some participants are consistently more
confident than others. Differences in confidence could be justified: The correlation between accuracy on one set of questions and accuracy on the other is .62,
indicating that some participants were consistently more accurate than others.
However, there are only weak correlations between participants’ confidence
relative to that of other participants and their accuracy relative to that of
others (.19 and .27). Even when we measure confidence and accuracy on all
questions, without splitting the sample, the correlation is only .25. Individuals
have an overall sense of confidence that is reliable, but not very accurate. Thus,
more confident people tend to be more overconfident (correlations between
confidence and overconfidence are .50 and .46), and less accurate people tend
to be more overconfident (correlations between accuracy and overconfidence
are 2.39 and 2.34).
The patterns of correlations observed in the mixed and blocked conditions
were very similar, with one exception. The correlations between confidence and
accuracy appear to be higher in the mixed condition (.50 and .41) than in the
blocked condition (.10 and 0). The difference between conditions is marginally
significant, but if real, it is likely due to the fact that participants make mistakes
about how confident to be about particular domains, as well as overall. Mixedcondition participants see a greater variety of domains, so such domain-specific
errors tend to average out. We examine the possibility of domain-specific errors
in the following section.
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Cross-domain comparisons. Another way to look at individual differences
is to compare participants’ overconfidence in one domain with their overconfidence in another domain. In the blocked condition, we identified the first,
second, and third domains each participant saw. In the mixed condition, we
identified the earliest four, middle four, and latest four domains seen, according
to the average trial number of the questions in each domain. The sequential
ordering is more meaningful in the blocked condition, but for these purposes,
any arbitrary division of domains will suffice. We compared the overconfidence
scores of the 32 participants on their first domain or set of domains with
their overconfidence on the second. The correlation was .60. Between the first
domains and the third the correlation was .58, and between the second and
the third, .51. These are all significant at p , .003, N 5 32. Similar results were
obtained looking at each condition separately. All single-condition correlations
were significant at p , .06, N 5 16. These results confirm that some participants
are generally more overconfident than others, and not just in particular domains.
Conclusions. It is clear from Fig. 1 and subsequent analyses that people’s
confidence judgments about two-choice questions are not well calibrated, even
when tested in a large, varied, and representative sample of two-choice questions. Contrary to our expectations, the accuracy of confidence judgments is
not materially affected by whether the participant receives three blocks of 40
questions from a single domain, or a mix of 120 questions from 12 domains.
The finding of miscalibrated judgments is not controversial: The same pattern is observed in Gigerenzer et al.’s (1991) study of German city sizes and
in a variety of domains studied by Juslin and colleagues (see Juslin et al.,
1997). People are not sure enough when they are very unsure, and they are
too sure when they are very sure. We also find stable individual differences in
overconfidence, such that more confident people tend to be more overconfident,
as do less accurate people. These findings are consistent with models in which
confidence judgments are imperfect, but unbiased. Miscalibration implies error
in reading the accuracy of the information available in answering each question.
The patterns of individual differences imply that errors occur not only in each
individual confidence judgment, but also in setting one’s overall level of confidence (see also Suantak et al., 1996). There is some evidence in this study that
the errors people make are not completely unbiased, however. About 70% of
individuals err in the direction of overconfidence. Overall, overconfidence is
reliable but modest: between 4% and 5%. It seems likely that the tendency
toward under- or overconfidence varies not only from individual to individual,
but also from domain to domain. However, the present study provides little
evidence that differences in difficulty account for differences in overconfidence
between one domain and another.
EXPERIMENT 2

In this experiment we adopt the method used by Gigerenzer and others of
asking each participant a long series of question in a single domain. Accordingly,
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domain is a between-participants variable. Although this design precludes
some of the analyses performed in Experiment 1, the larger sample of questions
from a given domain for each participant permits some more powerful comparisons of different domains. The single-domain procedure also allows a more
powerful test of the effects of repeated questioning within one domain. The
results of Experiment 1 suggest that the use of blocks of single-domain questions cannot explain previous findings of little or no overconfidence in representative sets of two-choice questions. Net overconfidence was statistically significant but modest, and mixed and blocked conditions did not differ. Nevertheless,
we might still find a difference between mixed and blocked administrations if
we used a stronger manipulation. Perhaps it takes more than 40 questions for
a typical participant to settle on a consistent policy for retrieving and weighing
information. Also, in most representative-sample studies, the questions are
composed of different pairwise combinations of a smaller set of individual
items. Repetition of the same items might also contribute to a more consistent
use of information. Accordingly, we also constructed our question sets using
repetitions of individual items in different pairwise combinations.
Method
Participants. The participants in this study were 54 University of Chicago
students who had not participated in the earlier study. They were solicited
and reimbursed as in Experiment 1. One participant was excluded and replaced
because he repeated the same confidence value for nearly all of his answers.
Procedures. Each participant received a total of 150 questions presented
in the same manner as in the previous study, except all from a single domain.
A short break was provided at the halfway point. The 150 questions consisted
of pairs composed from the 40 to 80 individual items used in each domain in
the previous study.
Six domains were used, with nine participants assigned to each. The domains
were shampoo prices, order of U.S. presidents, height of mountains, temperatures of cities, populations of U.S. states, and poverty levels of U.S. states.
These were selected on the basis of being domains with small lists of items
from which to draw (i.e., there are only 51 states/districts and 41 former presidents, and the published lists of shampoos, principal mountains, and major
cities were limited in size). This was done to enhance the extent to which a
sample of questions composed from a randomly selected subset of items would
approximate representative sampling of the domain.
Results and Discussion
Comparing the two studies. We first checked our hypothesis that answering
large numbers of questions from a single domain would improve judgments of
confidence. To do this, we contrasted the present data with those of Experiment
1. We combined the two conditions of Experiment 1, and looked only at questions
from the six domains that were also used in Experiment 2. (Two participants
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in the blocked condition were eliminated, because they had not received any
questions from the eligible domains.) The resulting calibration curves are
shown in Fig. 2. There seems to be no appreciable difference between the mixed
or short-block procedures of Experiment 1 and the long-block procedure of
the present study. Indeed, differences between experiments on Brier score
components did not approach significance.
We conducted a MANOVA with experiment (1 or 2) as a between-participants
variable and first half vs second half of trials as a within-participants variable,
with objective accuracy and subjective confidence as repeated measures. There
were no significant effects. The only effect reliable at p , .20 was a main
effect of measure (i.e., overconfidence), F(1, 82) 5 2.05. Overall overconfidence
appears to be lower in Experiment 2 than in Experiment 1, with average
overconfidence of 0.4% vs 3.0% on these domains. Also, these numbers are both
lower than the average of 4.6% overconfidence obtained on the 12 domains in
Experiment 1. However, neither of these differences is statistically reliable.
We now turn to the data from only the 54 participants in the present study.
Domain differences. The present design allows us to make a more direct
comparison between different domains. Domain can be included as a betweenparticipants variable in a MANOVA, with accuracy and confidence as repeated
measures. This analysis showed a main effect of domain, F(5, 48) 5 14.1,
p , .001, and an interaction between domain and measure, F(5, 48) 5 8.60,
p , .001. Together, these indicate that there were reliable differences between
the domains in accuracy, confidence, and overconfidence. Were differences in
overconfidence between domains a function of difficulty? The correlation between accuracy and overconfidence across the six domains is 2.08, which is not

FIG. 2. Calibration curves for two-choice questions from the six domains used in both Experiment 1 and Experiment 2.
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near significance. Of course, six domains is a small sample, but the differences
between domains on overconfidence seem highly idiosyncratic (see Table 3).
The MANOVA indicates reliable differences among domains in proneness to
overconfidence, but this could have resulted from accidents of sampling with
regard to contrary questions in different domains. The magnitude of the observed differences suggests this is not the whole story, given the number of
questions and participants sampled. We can check that using split samples,
aggregating the data from different participants on each subset of questions
in each domain. Given the design of the present experiment, it was necessary
to split the questions in a different way than was done in the first study. Recall
that in this study, the questions in each domain were formed by recombining
the individual items (between 40 and 80 per domain) in different pairwise
combinations. Therefore, simply splitting the sample into two halves by trial
number would not yield completely independent samples. Accordingly, we used
a simple computer algorithm (basically repeated trial and error) to identify
two subsets of questions for each domain that shared no items in common.
This resulted in two independent samples for each domain of roughly 50 questions each, with another 50 questions eliminated from the analysis. Although
the elimination of questions reduces the power of our test, we did so in order
to guarantee strictly independent samples of each domain for each participant.
We used the same division of questions for all participants in a given domain.
In doing this, there is a risk that idiosyncrasies of selection might produce
differences in the two samples. However, it permits us to conduct analyses
that combine data from multiple participants while preserving independence
of samples, which is useful in examining differences between domains.
One additional modification was also necessary. Because there are different
participants in each domain, we need to control for any effects of individual
differences. To do this, we split not only the questions but also the participants.
We separated the participants into odd and even according to the order in
which they participated in the study. Thus, measures for each domain were
taken on four subsamples: (a) Subsample S1 questions from odd-numbered
participants, (b) Subsample S1 questions from even-numbered participants,
(c) Subsample S2 questions from odd-numbered participants, and (d) Subsample S2 questions from even-numbered participants. We then compared the
TABLE 3
Performance Measures from Experiment 2
Domain

Proportion correct

Confidence

Overconfidencea

July temperatures
State poverty levels
Mountain heights
State populations
Shampoo prices
Presidential sequence

.642
.643
.660
.756
.772
.862

.792
.628
.545
.779
.747
.870

.150
2.014
2.115
.023
2.025
.008

a

Overconfidence 5 confidence 2 proportion correct. Negative numbers indicate underconfidence.
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TABLE 4
Correlations across Domains between Measures Taken on Different Subsamples of
Questions, S1 and S2, and Presented to Different Subgroups of Participants in
Experiment 2
Proportion correct:
Sample S2
(M 5 .738, .772;
SD 5 .096, .088)
Proportion correct: Sample S1
(M 5 .696, .690; SD 5 .074, .091)

.624, .861**

Confidence: Sample S1
(M 5 .703, .720; SD 5 .102, .130)

.295, .600

Overconfidence: Sample S1
(M 5 .008, .030; SD 5 .079, .094)
N56

2.203, .002

Confidence:
Sample S2
(M 5 .742, .741;
SD 5 .142, .114)

Overconfidence:
Sample S2
(M 5 .004, 2.031;
SD 5 .126, .090)

.499, .838**

.088, .216

.870,**.901**

.757,* .551

.655, .442

.893,**.556

Note. For the first number in each pair, Subsample S1 of questions was seen by odd-numbered
participants and Subsample S2 by even-numbered participants, and vice versa for the second
number. For comparison, correlations between measures taken on the whole, unsplit sample were
as follows: r(proportion correct, confidence) 5 .671, p , .15.; r(proportion correct, overconfidence) 5 2.115, ns; r(confidence, overconfidence) 5 .660, p , .16.
* p , .10.
** p , .05.

six domains to one another, comparing only scores that came from different
questions and different participants: (a) vs (d) and (b) vs (c). That way, any
correlations represent consistent differences between domains, independent
of accidents of sampling, and independent of individual differences between
participants. Results are shown in Table 4.
With N 5 6 it is difficult to obtain statistical significance, plus, individual
differences add noise to these correlations. Nevertheless there are clear patterns.7 The correlations between confidence on one sample and confidence on
the other are .87 and .90: Some domains consistently engender greater confidence than others. The correlations between accuracy on one subsample and
accuracy on the other are .62 and .86: Some domains are harder than others.
However, judgments of relative confidence and relative accuracy from domain
to domain are only moderately correlated (r 5 .50, .84, .30, and .60). The result
is that some domains are consistently more prone to overconfidence than others:
The correlations between overconfidence on one subsample and overconfidence
on the other are .89 and .56. Note though that there is again no evidence that
harder domains are more prone to overconfidence, with correlations between
accuracy and overconfidence of .09, .22, 2.20, and 0.
7

Recall that there are always two comparisons between samples of questions (i.e., two ways of
comparing data from different questions and different participants within each domain). Each
comparison uses separate data, so where both agree in sign, the results are more reliable than
either alone.
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Individual differences. The same split samples can be used to examine
individual differences in confidence. As before, though, there is a confound
between domain differences and individual differences because different participants saw different domains. In this analysis, we subtracted out domain
differences by measuring accuracy, confidence, and overconfidence for each
participant relative to the mean of all participants in that domain. For example,
a participant’s relative confidence would be the average confidence that participant expressed minus the mean confidence of all participants in that domain.
Table 5 shows the correlations obtained between measures taken on the
two independent subsamples, S1 and S2, for each of the 54 participants. The
correlation between accuracy on one set of questions and accuracy on the other
is .39: Some participants are consistently more accurate than others in their
domain, although there is a good deal of variation from one set to the other.
The correlation between confidence on one set and confidence on the other is
.93: Some participants are consistently more confident than others in their
domain, and they tend to be very consistent in their overall sense of how well
they are doing. Once again, more confident participants have only moderate
cause to be so, with correlations between accuracy and confidence of .54 and
.19. If we measure confidence and accuracy using all questions, without split
samples, the correlation is .51. Thus, we find that some participants are consistently more overconfident than others in their domain: The correlation between
overconfidence on one sample and overconfidence on the other is .50. As in the
first study, the most confident participants tend to be the most overconfident,
TABLE 5
Correlations across Participants between Measures taken on Different Subsamples
of Questions in Experiment 2, Relative to Other Participants in the
Same Domain
Proportion correct:
Sample S2
(SD 5 .087)

Confidence:
Sample S2
(SD 5 .080)

Overconfidence:
Sample S2
(SD 5 .097)

Proportion correct: Sample S1
(SD 5. 104)

.390***

.541****

.093

Confidence: Sample S1
(SD 5 .092)

.190

.931****

.591****

.331**

.497****

Overconfidence: Sample S1
(SD 5 .090)
N 5 54

2.253*

Note. By definition, the dependent measures all have a mean of 0. For comparison, correlations
between measures taken on the whole, unsplit sample were as follows: r(proportion correct, confidence) 5 .502, p , .001.; r(proportion correct, overconfidence) 5 2.472, p , .001; r(confidence,
overconfidence) 5 .525, p , .001.
* p , .07.
** p , .02.
*** p ,.01
**** p , .001.
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with correlations of .59 and .33. We did not replicate the earlier finding that
less accurate participants also tend to be more overconfident, although the
association was marginally significant in one of the two tests.
Conclusions. In most ways, the findings of the present study confirm those
of Experiment 1. Answering long sets of questions from a single domain, even
using the same items repeatedly in different combinations, does not seem to
have any important effect on performance compared to receiving a mixed set
of questions. This, then, is not a likely explanation for the finding of little or
no overall overconfidence in recent studies such as those of Gigerenzer et al.
(1991) and Juslin (1994), although there may be some effect in that direction.
As in the first study, we also find that some participants are consistently more
overconfident that others.
With the present study, we can also say that some domains are consistently
more prone to overconfidence than others, at least for our population of participants. However, we still find no evidence that the harder domains are the ones
more prone to overconfidence when we use split samples that control for the
possibility of accidental missampling of contrary questions. At this point, we
have no explanation for what makes some domains seem harder than they
are, and others easier.
EXPERIMENT 3

Like the majority of earlier studies, our first two experiments examine only
one kind of confidence judgment, namely how likely it is that one of two alternatives is the correct answer. There is no guarantee, however, that the processes
behind such judgments are the same as those required in other tasks. In this
study, we examine another type of confidence judgment, namely the setting of
a confidence range of fixed probability for a single estimate. As noted earlier,
there have been a number of studies documenting overconfidence in such tasks,
but none that we know of has used questions randomly sampled from a variety
of domains. As with earlier studies of two-choice tasks, it is possible that the
questions used were selected for difficulty, and thus are artificially prone to
overconfidence. This experiment serves two goals: (a) to test findings of overconfidence in confidence-range tasks using representative samples from multiple
domains and (b) to determine if the patterns found in the first two experiments
are also observed in range estimates.
Method
Participants. Thirty-two University of Chicago students were recruited as
in Experiment 1. None participated in either of the other two studies.
Procedure. This study used the same procedures as in Experiment 1, except
that participants were asked single-item questions for which they were to
provide 90% confidence ranges. A total of 480 questions of this kind were
prepared, 40 in each of the same 12 domains used in Experiment 1 (see Table
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1), sampled randomly from the same sources as were used in that study. Prior
to presenting the questions, the concept of a 90% range was explained as follows:
You will be asked 150 questions for which you are to make an estimate of some number, like
“How old is Madonna?” However, instead of estimating an exact number, we ask that you give
a range, such that you think there is a 90% chance that the correct answer lies somewhere
in the range. In other words, give a range such that you would expect to be wrong only about
one out of ten times. (Answers that hit your high or low number exactly will be counted as
correct.) . . . Type in your range by typing
NUMBER ^Enter&
NUMBER ^Enter&
indicating that you think there is a 90% chance the right answer is between one number and
the other. It doesn’t matter if you give the lower number first or the higher number.

Participants were reminded of the intended criterion for the range with
each question because the request for responses said “90% sure the answer is
between this .[then, on the next line, following the first response] and this
..” Participants were also told how to change their responses once entered,
but were not permitted to return to earlier questions.
Results and Discussion
Normatively, participants who indicate their 90% confidence ranges should
obtain approximately 90% correct answers.8 In the present study, the correct
answer fell inside the participants’ confidence ranges 43% of the time. It is clear
that the degree of overconfidence with these range estimates is much greater
than for two-choice questions from the same domains. For a direct comparison,
consider that when participants in Experiment 1 indicated a confidence of .90 6
.03, they were right 75% of the time. Alternatively, range judgments may be more
like two separate judgments of .95 confidence, one for each end of the range. In
Experiment 1, confidence of .95 6 .03 yielded 80% correct answers. So, given the
level of confidence observed for two-choice questions, we might expect 60–75%
of answers to be within range, compared with the observed 43%. In the general
discussion we consider possible explanations for this substantial difference between two-choice and confidence-range questions.
As in Experiment 1, we performed a MANOVA to look for effects of condition
(mixed questions from all 12 domains vs blocks of 40 questions from each of 3
domains) and time on the task. Condition was a between-participants variable,
and first half vs second half of trials was within participants. Because reported
confidence is held constant at 90%, the only dependent measure was the logodds of the proportion of responses that were inside the range. Participants in
the blocked condition seem to have done slightly better, with 49% of their
answers inside their ranges compared to 37% in the mixed condition. However,
the MANOVA indicated no effects that approached significance. We also looked
at the blocked condition alone, separating trials into first, second, and third
8
In the absence of complicated proper-scoring rules and incentives, participants could obtain
this result by giving impossible answers on 10% of the questions and near-infinite ranges on 90%.
However, neither we nor other researchers have found any evidence of this.
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domain seen, and into first vs second half of each domain. There were no
significant effects.
As in the two previous studies, we can use split samples to look for stable differences between individuals and between domains. To look for differences between
domains, we divided the questions in each domain randomly into two subsamples, keeping the same division of questions for all participants. Because all of
the items asked about in the present study were different, we did not have to
exclude any, as we did in the previous study. For each of the 12 domains, we
obtained the average proportion of in-range answers for each of the two subsamples. In the blocked condition, different participants see different combinations
of 3 domains each, so domain differences may be confounded with individual
differences. Therefore, we consider only the mixed condition, in which all participants see questions from all domains. Combining data from all participants, we
find a correlation of .92 between a domain’s average on one subsample and the
other. Clearly, there are stable differences between domains. In the most overconfidence-prone domain (distance from Los Angeles), 22% of answers were within
range; in the least overconfident domain (car mileage), 65%.
Previous research suggests that there may be a difficulty effect in confidencerange estimates (Lichtenstein et al., 1982; O’Connor & Lawrence, 1989), with
more excessively narrow ranges for harder domains. There is no direct way to
check for difficulty effects with the present method: Accuracy and overconfidence are one and the same. However, we can check whether the domains that
were hardest or most prone to overconfidence in Experiment 1 were also more
prone to overconfidence here. They were not: Across the 12 domains, overconfidence in this study correlated .22 with accuracy in Experiment 1, and 2.07
with overconfidence. Neither is near significance.
Next, we examine individual differences. To do this, we switch to dividing
the questions for each participant into those seen on even- vs odd-numbered
trials, as in Experiment 1. This splitting method can be used when data are
not to be combined across participants, and it has the advantage of varying
which particular questions fall into which subset for each participant. We
obtained measures of accuracy for each of the participants on each of the two
subsamples. As before, data from the blocked condition confound individual
differences with domain differences, so we examined the mixed condition separately. The correlation between a participant’s accuracy on one subsample and
the other was .84 (N 5 16, p , .001). Clearly, there are strong, stable individual
differences in overconfidence in this task. The most overconfident participant
had 1% of the answers inside his or her ranges; the single underconfident
participant had 92%.9
9
The worst participant’s answers were all off by orders of magnitude, and the single withinrange answer seems to have been the result of a typing error. However, this participant did appear
to take the task seriously (did not use the same number repeatedly, did not use arbitrary numbers
such as 0, used different scales of numbers for the different domains, etc.) The next-worst participants had 8% and 9% of their answers within range. We reran our analyses eliminating the worst
participant, in case he or she had misunderstood something. The results were substantively the
same; the overall proportion of within-range answers rose to .45.
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Conclusions. Confidence judgments based on setting 90% confidence ranges
do not behave like confidence judgments in two-choice questions. In the twochoice task, it is clear that people make errors on each judgment, on how hard
a particular domain is, and on how well they are performing overall. However,
the amount of overall bias is modest: less than 5% overconfidence on average.
With confidence-range questions, overconfidence is large, on the order of 45%.
Differences between domains and between individuals are strong as well.
GENERAL DISCUSSION

As a number of investigators have shown, some familiar methods for studying
confidence can produce misleading results. Researchers must be careful to
select questions and to measure performance in ways that do not confound the
effects of accidents of sampling, unsystematic judgment errors, and cognitive
biases. What do we find when we do so? As in the vast majority of previous
studies, the more confident participants are, the more overconfident (or less
underconfident) they are. That is, in calibration curves like those in Figs. 1
and 2, the slope of the curve is less than 1. We also find evidence of systematic
bias toward overconfidence. That bias does not depend much on the difficulty
of the domain, nor on the opportunity to consider many questions from a
single domain, as we expected it would. However, there are reliable differences
between types of questions, between domains of questions, and between
individuals.
How You Ask
The distinction that makes the biggest difference in our studies is the nature
of the questions, two-choice vs confidence range. In our studies of two-choice
questions, the overall difference between accuracy and confidence was modest
(about 5% across 12 domains) and it varied considerably from person to person
and from domain to domain. These findings are consistent with the conclusion
that miscalibration results principally from unsystematic error rather than
from biased retrieval and interpretation of information.
There are good reasons to expect that two-choice questions would not be
fertile ground for biased information gathering. That is because both alternatives are explicit and available to the judge at the time of judgment. Many
studies of hypothesis testing have shown that asking participants “is it A or
is it B?” produces much less biased processing than asking “is it A?” (see
Klayman, 1995; also Tversky & Koehler, 1994). This suggests that the main
problem with two-choice questions is not that people base their answers on
information that is biased toward consistency. Rather, people do not seem to
appreciate how difficult it is to estimate what a collection of information implies
about the chance of getting the answer right. In the absence of clear and
plentiful feedback, people fail to learn that when they feel 90% sure, they are
right only 77% of the time, and when they feel they are purely guessing, they
are right about 56% of the time (if the findings of our studies are typical).
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Instead, they maintain a kind of overconfidence about their judgments of confidence. It may also be that people do have a reasonable sense of the fallibility
of their confidence judgments, but fail to regress feelings of extreme confidence
or unconfidence toward the mean as much as they should, given that fallibility
(see Griffin & Varey, 1996; Kahneman & Tversky, 1973). One can argue, as
Ferrell (1994) has, that people cannot be expected to regress their estimates
toward the mean if they do not know what the mean should be. Note, though,
that when Gigerenzer et al. (1991) asked participants to estimate after the
fact how many questions they got right, they were quite accurate, underestimating by a little.
The story is different for confidence-range judgments. Overconfidence averaged 47% across the 12 domains. This is consistent with earlier findings of
very large overconfidence for range estimates (e.g., Russo & Schoemaker, 1992).
We suspect that range judgments are more prone to overconfidence than are
two-choice questions because they are more susceptible to biased information
processing. With confidence-range questions there are no explicit alternatives.
Rather, one can form an initial impression of a single answer and attempt to
recruit information that supports or refutes that estimate. It is exactly this
kind of one-sided situation that is most prone to confirmation bias (Klayman,
1995). Thus, biased retrieval and interpretation of evidence may very well
explain the substantial overconfidence observed in confidence-range questions,
even if their importance in two-choice judgments is in doubt.

What You Ask
With both two-choice and confidence-range questions, we found significant
differences between performance on different domains of questions. It is a longstanding finding that miscalibration and overconfidence differ for different sets
of questions. In particular, the conclusion has been that harder questions show
greater overconfidence. Recently, though, Gigerenzer et al. (1991) and Juslin
(1993, 1994) have concluded that the apparent difference between hard and
easy sets of questions was an artifact of experimental methods, and would
disappear with random sampling from defined populations of questions. Our
results generally support that contention. We find no reliable signs of a relation
between the amount of overconfidence and the difficulty of the domain of
questions. (Some recent studies that have looked at larger amounts of data
from a larger array of domains have found modest effects of difficulty, however;
see Juslin et al., 1997). Nevertheless, we do find that domains differ significantly in the extent to which they elicit under- or overconfidence. Some domains
are harder than they seem and some easier, and our split-sample analyses
show that those differences are not attributable to accidents of sampling. At
present, we have no hypotheses about what features of a domain predict its
degree of overconfidence. This finding highlights the advice given by Brunswik
(1952) that researchers who wish to make generalizations need to have good
samples of the population of stimuli, as well as of the population of participants.
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Whom You Ask
We also found consistent individual differences in the degree of overconfidence participants expressed (see also Soll, 1996). At its least interesting, this
finding might simply mean that different judges have consistently different
ideas about how to use the numerical response scale. However, the magnitude
of individual differences observed in Experiment 3 is such that it seems very
unlikely they result from differing interpretations of what a probability of
90% means.
A recent study (Klayman & Burt, 1998) provides further evidence that individual differences in overconfidence are psychologically substantive. That study
found a correlation between MBA students’ overconfidence on confidence-range
questions and the social environment in which they worked. Greater overconfidence was associated with more “constrained” social networks. Those are small
networks with many strong interconnections; someone in a central, coordinating position; and weak connections to outsiders (Burt, 1992, 1997). Such social
structures are good for forming shared beliefs and they provide many opportunities for members to tell one another that they are right and few opportunities
for prevailing ideas to be challenged.
If there are real differences among people in their proneness to overconfidence, that has interesting implications for the real world. In a world in which
competence is hard to measure, confidence often wins the day. This is troubling
if, as our results suggest, the most confident people are also the most overconfident. The whole issue of individual differences in judgment is worthy of further study.
Conclusions
In the 1980s, the question of bias in confidence judgments seemed settled:
People are grossly overconfident on all but the easiest of questions. In the
1990s, the matter was reopened, and a new conclusion was proposed: People
are imperfect but generally unbiased judges of confidence; only the choice of
questions was biased. Miscalibration of confidence judgments has important
implications in either case, but the distinction is significant. If people are
materially overconfident, then we can aid them by developing debiasing techniques that help them attend to contradictory evidence (Fischhoff, 1982; Hoch,
1985; Koriat et al., 1980; Lord, Lepper, & Preston, 1984). If random error is
the main culprit, then such “debiasing” might be misguided, merely trading
one direction of error for another. Instead, the focus might be on better feedback
and training to reduce noise, or on means of extracting valid information from
noisy judges (see Clemen, 1986, 1989; Wallsten, Budescu, Erev, & Diederich,
1997). The finding that biased samples of questions can produce apparent overor underconfidence has additional implications. Many judges receive a biased
subset of questions in their work. For example, doctors, lawyers, and consultants get questions that are harder than those in the environment at large.
Do they know enough to adjust their confidence accordingly?
Our understanding of subjective confidence is limited by a lack of evidence
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concerning underlying cognitive processes (as Griffin & Varey, 1996, also point
out; for some recent efforts in this direction, see, e.g., Gigerenzer & Goldstein,
1996; Yates, Lee, Shinotsuka, & Sieck, 1998). For example, both two-choice
judgments and range estimates are of theoretical and practical importance.
These two types of judgments must share some cognitive elements, but they
clearly have unique elements as well. There are also many other interesting
kinds of confidence judgments. How sure are you about the meaning of “supercilious”? How certain
¨ are you that you heard the phone ring on your way out
of your house (cf. Bjorkman, Juslin, & Winman, 1993; Juslin & Olsson, 1997)?
It is unlikely that any single mechanism can explain all types of confidence
judgments. Similarly, differences in overconfidence between domains and between individuals point to systematic effects of information content, information processing, and the relation between them. Why are some people, some
domains, and some types of judgment more prone to overconfidence than others? The present studies do not provide definitive answers, but they do underscore the importance of asking these questions in seeking to understand the
processes by which confidence judgments are made, and how they might be
aided.
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